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Introduction 
The cross-track interference in thc write process becomes a serious problem for high density 
magnetic recording. The discrete track media may be attractive to reduce the cross-track 
interference. The deviation of head from the centerline of track will affect the cross-track 
interference. In this paper, the effect of the width of write head on behavior of flux and 
magnetization in the case of continuous track media and discrete track media is investigated 
using 3-D readwrite simulation system[l]. The effect of width of read head on the output is 
also examined. 
SPT Head Model and Analysis Condition 
Fig.1 shows a 112 region of the SPT head model analyzed. Thc saturation flux density B, of 
main pole and soft underlayer is 2.4T, and that of return yoke is 1.4T. The spacing between 
main pole and media is 10nm. The thicknesses of media, intermediate layer and soft 
underlayer arc lOnm, 5nm, and 75nm respectively. H, of media is 637kA/m, Hk is 7 9 6 W m  
and M, is 0.565T. The ampere-turns are 0.2AT. The number of the Is' ordcr hexahedral 
elements is 2 13,400. Only one step is calculated and CPU time is I-Sh. 
Fig.2 shows B tip of the main pole. The track width is assumed to be 701" The gap 
between tracks of discrete track media is 15nm. The effect of head width W,(shown in Fig.2) 
is investigated. 
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Fig.1. SPT head model( tnarea). 
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F i g 2  A tip of SPT head. 
Factors Affecting Recording Characteristics 
Fig.3 shows the distribution of flux density at W,$. = 52.5nm. The flux density is a little 
concentrated to the recording track of discrete track media compared with the continuous 
track media. Figs.4 and 5 show the magnetization M ,  along the down track ( x )  direction and 
the cross track (2) direction. The magnetization of the discrete track media under the 
recording head is larger than that of the continuous track media. Fig6 shows a read head. 
Fig.7 shows the effect of width W,v of write head on the output of read head. The width W, of 
write hcad which the cross talk is negligible is about 3Snm for continuous track media and 
about S2.5nm for discrete track media. The output of read head having those widths W,,, in the 
case of discrete track media is lamer than that of continuous track media. 
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(a) discrete track (h) continuous track 
Fig.3 Distribution of flux density direction ( FYw= 52.Snm). 
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(a) Discrete track (b) Continuous track 
F i g 4  Magnetization M,,along down track direction. 
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Fig.5 Magnetization My along cross track direction. 
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Fig.7 Eifect of width W, on output of read head. F i g 6  Read head. 
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